Introduction
Superpotentials in the low energy limit can be early calculated by the method of mirror symmetry. In the low energy limit, superpotential encodes quantum correction to classical superpotential in IIA string theory. When Calabi-Yau manifold warped by several branes, there is a bit of complication to calculate open instanton correction.
The calculation of superpotential have been well studied by the method of localization and mirror symmetry. Mirror symmetry as an effective method gives an equivalent between A model and B model and the later has the property of no quantum correction and can be calculated from geometry. Such that the equivalent relation, mirror map between A model moduli parameters and B model moduli parameters, is crucial. On the B model side, superpotential as a special solution of the differential system which derived form Picard-Fuch equations. In the more general situation that D-branes warp on the CY manifold and mirror to a divisor insecting on base CY manifold. Such that the natural mathematical interpretation of the B model is relative homology.
This system equivalent to relative cohomology. For homological reason and relations between differential forms this system turns out to be a mixed Hodge structure. Which completely describe the differential system of superpotential. An useful method deals with the differential system is generalized GKZ system. Differential operators which annihilate the solutions of differential system are determined by the charge vectors as well as other operators got by cohomology's equivalent relation up to an exact form in type III case. In our paper we calculated two simple examples and didn't touch the complicated case for its no apparent relation to interpret direct integrality method.
The open superpotential encode the Ooguri-Vafa invariants which is the integral coefficients of power series of superpotential. The previous paper used the matrix factorization method to calculate the open string instanton number. On-shell superpotential was calculated as a special sector of off-shell superpotential. Previous paper got the on-shell superpotential as the substraction of off-shell superpotential of two holomorphic cycle which within the insertion of CY manifold and divisor. The substraction being the domain wall tension between these two cycles. After choosing the open moduli parameter describing the position of cycle within the complete insertion to be critical value the on-shell superpotential got. We just calculate the off-shell superpotential from integrating the special solutions of subsystem being the on-shell superpotential. On another words, the on-shell superpotential is obvious got by set the open moduli parameters to be critical values. The selection of mori cone which spanned by the charge vectors is quite crucial at different limit for the integral property of Ooguri-Vafa invariant. In our example we choose the same additional charge vector in [20] which's exist due to the divisor. The result is ont integral because of unappropriate chosen of additional charge vector. After a maximal triangulation the result is again integral, but the on-shell superpotential is not easy to got in this method.
We prefer the former unintegral form superpotential. The appropriate superpotential enjoy both advantages of former and later form is leave to our next paper [29] .
In section two we state the mathematical structure of off-shell superpotnetial and the extracting of instantons numbers form superpotnetial. In section three we illustrate the generalized GKZ system and correspondence Toric geometry and construction of CY hupersurface. In section four we calculate two examples and extract their open instantons numbers. In preparing the first three section we are inspired by [9] [10] [11] .
2 Generalized GKZ system, off-shell superpotential and OoguriVafa invariants 2.1 Mathematical structure of off-shell superpoential and Ooguri-Vafa invariants Type IIA and IIB string theory are N = 2 supersymmetric theories. Mirror symmetry as a T-duality reveal the equivalence of the two theories. When D6-brane warps the special Lagrangian submanifold within CY manifold [1, 2] , the A brane within the submanifold is defined by
where The mirror B brane defined by the holomorphic divisor is D5-brane, the definition of which encode the additional charge vector.
Our interest is the non-perturbative effect of superpotential being instantion correction to the classical superpotential which's classical part can be calculated from string theory. While its instantion correction can be calculated by topological string theory due to topological effective of inner space. For the D6-brane situation the correct action, Chern-Simons action, describes the brane action being brane superpotential [26] .
On the B model side, the brane superpotential being the following expression after a dimensional reduction because of D5-brane's warping a two cycle [13] .
being the section of field base on two cycle C.
The background RR flux also contribute to the total superpotential.
The two parts of B-model superpotential is classical, which can be calculated though geometry method. Although the natural mathematical structure of mirror manifold is the derive category, We will to state the complicated and beautiful interpretation in [29] . The relative cohomology is more simple but enough to calculate the superpotential. From the expression above, the brane superpotential can be expressed as the linear combination of two forms and flux contribution is the linear combination of three form. The parameters defining the deformations of cycles was encoded in the the brane superpotential, and the flux contribution obviously only involve the moduli parameters of base manifold [16] .
The classical geometry of B model with submanifold warped by D5-brane can be constructed within N = 1 special geometry. Mixed Hodge structure which are powerful tools to calculate effective superpotential and derive Picard-Fuch equations in the language of relative cohomology of (X ⋆ , E) [3, 5] .
The 2 cycle C in X ⋆ wrapped by brane carry brane charge. The physical string field is described by the fiber bundle based on the open-close moduli space M, such that its correspond object is cohomology of M. Since the relative cohomology form related to period integral, the fiber of M is
For any three form in the H 3 (X ⋆ , E), Ω can be split into 3-form Ω and colsed 2-form ω , satisfy the equivalent relation
Apparently, ω is two form on submanifold E, such that if we split
there exist the following mixed Hodge structure pactification of F-theory after these construction. The large volume limit correspond to weak coupling limit g s → 0 under mirror symmetry. The Gukov-Vafa-Witten superpotentials W of F-theory in A model can be view as g s corrected W in large radius limit.
The method of our paper is to calculate the open-close superpotential W using the process of calculating W GV W , sinceW equals to W GV W in large complex limit. 
where q = e 2πit ,q = e 2πit and n − → k , − → m are Ooguri-Vafa invariants counting disc instan-
From string world-sheet viewpoint, these terms in the superpotential represents the contribution from instantons of sphere and disk.
Generalized GKZ system, submanifold and type II/F off-shell superpotentials
The equal footing of CY geometry and brane geometry in GLSM make toric geometry be possible to describe A/B model with brane by standard toric method. The mirror pair (X, X ⋆ ) being a pair of hupersurface in two different toric ambient space W and
, (∆, ∆ ⋆ ) being reflexive polyhedron pairs, which defined as the convex of hull of p integral vertices, including integral points except vertices being on the surfaces and edges of polyhedron. P Σ (∆) is the toric variety defined by ∆. The zero locus of P Σ (∆) is the CY three fold X we consider, such that polyhedrons ∆ ⋆ are defined in four dimensions and can be viewed as embodying in a hupersurface H in five dimensions [22, 23] .
on X, the torus transformation of coordinates is
For a weight projective space X d (1, ω 2 , ω 3 , ω 4 , ω 5 ), the vertices of ∆ are the following
Other integral points on the ∆ ⋆ are early got from the liner combination of these five vertices.
The map between integral points and monomials is
analysis is in the weight projective space, we apply the homogeneous coordinates x j defined on weighted projective space, (2.10) can be rewritten as
The zero locus of P is the CY hupersurface of the close string interal spacetime.
Since our CY surface with one brane, we should extend analysis to relative cohomology.
The (∆, ∆ ⋆ ) should be extended to (∆, ∆ ⋆ ), added one vertices outside the hupersurface H the ∆ located at. The additional one vertices correspondence to one additional a i , which correspondence to the open moduli parameter.
In fact, the two-cycles wrapped by branes are only holomorphic cycles with respect to the variation of complex structure of CY mirror manifold, but the requirement condition is that the moduli parameters must be located at the critical points of su- The open sector for D-brane being described by a family of hupersurface as (2.10) which is compatible with the definition of B-brane in section one.
The divisor can be got from integral points on the ∆ ⋆ . The above definition of divisor is the same as hupersurface P and we usually choose the vertices points as the definition of divisor. Q(D) can also be written in homogeneous coordinates the same like (2.11).
The CY surface with brane is the submanifold being the complete insertion of divisor Q(D) and base manifold P = 0.
l a i which define mori cone extended to l a i , satisfy
p ′ is the number of additional vertices. The dimension of ν i extended from four to five.
In the case of adding just a few points, the usually construction of extended vertices is ggyhghyν On the side of B model, the fundamental period is the integral of homogenous three
form Ω, which are chosen as [13] 
A differential system can be constructed makes these period integral be the solutions of a series of differential operators. The differential operator describes the symmetry of these periods. Fortunately, these symmetry encoded by l a . Due to the insertion of a divisor D on X, the description of symmetries of complete insertion is modified by adding more charge vector l a . We need to add one additional l a when one brane situation. Hence we need not use the complicated form (2.16) to calculation, just need to return to the typical form
Differential operators of the above fundamental periods are
The charge l a in the above equations is l a for simplification. Where 
If the charge vector l a are appropriately chosen by linear combination of l a , the generating function of solutions of GKZ system is
Which is also the same expression for generalized GKZ system. The restriction of GKZ system of P = 0 to the submanifold P D is the subsystem which's integration being off-shell superpotential.
In this paper we choose two vertices of ∆ 
with some corresponding two-form ω (2,0) which's exist due to equivalent relation of relative cohomology. The domain wall tension T (z,ẑ) is the substraction of two offshell superpoential vanishing on two different cycle respectively. In our paper the two cycles are chosen to be involution with a Z 2 symmetry, such that the expression of two off-shell superpotentials got by direct integrality are equal to each other if we don't care the sign ofẑ. The differential operators L a (θ,θ) can be expressed as
acting only on bulk part from closed sector, the first line of mixed Hodge structure, which is the same when the mirror CY manifold without brane. L 
The calculation of mirror map
For calculation of instanton corrections, one need to know mirror map. The closedstring periods are [22] Π
where i = 1, ..., h 21 (X * ),
κ ijk is intersection number of X. The GKZ system of X 14 (1, 3, 3, 3, 5 ) have been calculated in [20] . We cite the charge The off-shell superpotential being the integration of special periods of subsystem [20] 
in which z 3 is the open moduli parameter in divisor.
The inverse mirror maps in terms of q i = e 2πit i got from the method of last section are
Using the modified multi-cover formula for this case
the superpotentials W give Ooguri-Vafa invariants n d 1 ,d 2 ,d 3 for the normalization constants c = 1. Some result are listed in the table 1. We don't list the result of d 3 = 0, being the chose instanton numbers, for its equal to the on-shell result in [20] . [12] It is unfortunate that this chosen of charge vectors is inappropriate, because once all nonzero integral number in any column of these three l have same sign the fractional result is unavoidable. One can remedy the result by making a maximal triangulation of l to make the open instanton numbers we calculated to be integral. Since our target is to use the direct integrality method to get the off-shell superpotential and once we made such a triangulation the on-shell superpotential will become incorrect in large complex limit, such that we proper to choose these charge vectors. The expression of off-shell superpotential sames complicated, and changing the charge vector will remedy this fault. To find a good expression of off-shell superpotential and from which after reduction we can get on-shell superpotential and its corresponding open and close integral topological invariants is leave to [29] . The above off-shell superpotential can not guarantee the integral of instanton numbers, but up to an total constant number we can choose the special value of open moduli parameters, equals one in our example, to got the close instanton numbers which is integral.
Hypersurface
The charge vectors of X 14 (1, 2, 2, 2, 7) are Special period of subsystem is
in which z 3 is the open moduli parameter in divisor. The off-shell superpotenatial as the integration of special period of subsystem
The inverse mirror maps in terms of q i = e 2πit i (z 1 ,z 2 ,z 3 ) are 
Summary
Although open instanton numbers calculated in our method is not integral, we believe it's right. The physical means of instanton numbers is the number of BPS states which must be integral, such that we should remedy the fault of our result to turn open instanton numbers to be integral. We thought the combination of charge vectors is right way, but it might intrigue another problem that the close instanton number can not direct got from superpotential. Furthermore, to obtain the D-brane superpotential from the A ∞ -structure of the derived category and the path algebras of quiver is crucial.
